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Mount Pleasant School Attendance Zones
RESOLVED, that ANC1D advises the Deputy Mayor of Education, and the DC Advisory Committee on 
Student Assignment, as follows:

• The southern boundary of Bancroft Elementary should be shifted to Harvard Street;
• Bancroft should be a feeder school for Deal MS and Wilson HS; and
• The attendance zones for Deal MS and Wilson HS should encompass the entire attendance zone for 
Bancroft ES.

Why:  It is important to improve choices for all DC families.  The Bancroft-Deal-Wilson feeder pattern is 
good for both Mount Pleasant and the city as a whole because it helps promote local and city-wide student 
and school development.  Access to Deal and Wilson provides excellent educational opportunities to Bancroft
students, who are 74 percent Hispanic and 77 percent low income. 

The feeder pattern contributes to diversity at Deal and Wilson, helping young people and their parents to form
friendships that bridge the east-west divide in our city.  It also helps encourage middle class families to 
remain committed to the District's public schools well beyond the point where their children turn middle 
school age.  And in this way, the city continues to attract the critical tax revenues required to improve 
teachers and schools overall.

Bancroft Elementary has recently made progress in truly becoming our neighborhood’s elementary school. A 
foundation of that progress is the guaranteed path from Bancroft Elementary to Deal MS and Wilson HS, a 
feeder pattern which encourages families to send their children to Bancroft and to set down roots in Mount 
Pleasant. If this feeder pattern is lost, there would likely be an exodus of Mount Pleasant children from 
Bancroft, as parents again seek to place their children in west-of-the-park elementary schools, for assurance 
of a path to Deal and Wilson. This would cause great harm to the process of Bancroft becoming Mount 
Pleasant's neighborhood elementary school.

As for the alignment of attendance zones, that is a technical change that aligns the rights based on address to 
those based on feeder patterns. This technical change reduces complexity and does not alter the existing 
feeder rights of Bancroft students.

Finally, as for the shifting of Bancroft's southern boundary from Irving Street to Harvard Street, that is a 
change that is consistent with the traditional boundaries of Mount Pleasant, and will contribute to the school 
in the Mount Pleasant neighborhood being Mount Pleasant's neighborhood school.

Passed by 4 to 0 vote  at the legally noticed, public meeting of ANC1D on May 20, 2014, with a quorum 
present. Voting “yes”:  Commissioners Hoey, McKay, Greiner, Terrell.. A quorum for this commission is 
three; four commissioners were present. 
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